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Abstract
In this paper, two programs are described (CBSIe
and
CBS2e).Theseare implemented
in the parallel constraint
logic programming
languageElipSys. Thesepredict protein
a/~-sheet and ~-sheet topologies fromsecondarystructure
assignmentsand topological folding rules (constraints).
Theseprogramsillustrate howrecent developments
in logic
programming
environmentscart be applied to solve largescale combinatorial problems in molecular biology. We
demonstratethat parallel constraint logic programming
is
able to overcome
someof the importantlimitations of more
establishedlogic programming
languagesi.e. Prolog. Thisis
particularly the case in providingfeatures that enhancethe
declarative nature of the programand also in addressing
directly the problemsof scaling-uplogic programsto solve
scientifically realistic problems.Moreover,
weshowthat for
large topological problemsCBSIewas approximately60
times faster than an equivalent Prolog implementation
(CBS1)on a sequential device with further performance
enhancements
possible on parallel computerarchitectures.
CBS2eis an extension of CBSIe that addresses the
important problemof integrating the use of uncertain
(weighted)protein foldingconstraintswithcategoricalones,
throughthe use of a cost function that is minimized.CBS2e
achieves this with a relatively minor reduction of
performance.
Theseresults significantlyextendthe rangeand
complexityof protein structure prediction methodsthat can
reasonablybe addressedusing AI languages.

Introduction
The most well developed methods for predicting the three
dimensional structure of a protein from its aminoacid
sequence use modelbuilding by homologywith a protein of
knownstructure (e.g. Blundell et al. 1987). This method,
however, requires that a protein exists that has an
adequately resolved tertiary structure and an amino acid
sequence that is sufficiently similar (typically > 30%
identity) to the protein being studied, despite the fact that
someclasses of structurally similar proteins have very low
sequence identity. In the absence of any strong sequence
similarities, however, it is difficult to identify known
structures suitable for model-building. As the numberof
protein sequences determined directly or by eDNAis
increasing considerably more rapidly than the number of
This research was funded by the ICRF, ECRCand the CEC
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protein structures
being solved by NMRor x-ray
crystallography, the likelihood that the structure of any
newly-determined sequence can be predicted by modelbuilding is diminishing. Mostsoftware being developedfor
predicting protein structure does not directly address the
problemof howto derive the most plausible and consistent
predicted structure in the absence of a structurally-based
sequence homology. It is not uncommon,however, for a
laboratory scientist to collaborate with a protein structure
specialist in order to combinetheir skills and, with the help
of standard or specially constructed software, manually
generate a plausible protein structure hypothesis.
From an analysis of a number of papers that were
representative of this type of research we have argued
(Clark et al.,1990b) that in the absence of an homologous
protein of knownstructure, the predominant prediction
strategy can be characterized as constraint generation and
satisfaction. In these papers, a topologicaldescription of the
protein structure wasutilised both as a partial description of
higher level structure, but also as a means to express
commonlyheld beliefs about protein folding principles,
both in general and in the specific case of the class of
proteins being studied.
Protein topology denotes a level of protein structural
organization intermediate to secondaryand tertiary levels,
based on sequential, adjacency and orientation relations
betweensecondarystructures (or-helices and 13-strands in 13sheets). A topological prediction of a protein of unknown
structure can also potentially be used for identifying
proteins with similar topology which mayprovide a basis
for modelbuilding.
Another important characteristc of the papers that we
studied was that a great variety of knowledgeabout the
protein was used in the considerations of which possible
structures were plausible. This knowledge included
evidence from biochemical experiments such as inhibition
studies, site-directed
mutagenesis and competitive
antibody-binding as well as biophysical analysis of the
protein by methods such as circular
dichroism
spectroscopy. This evidence was used to provide further
constraints on the set of plausible structures.
Webelieve that the richness and variety of the knowledge
used to predict protein structure in this way and the
requirement to generate plausible structures and evaluate
Clark
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them against all the available evidence clearly requires
support from intelligent scientific decision support software.
Wealso believe that a systematic investigation into the use
of a wide variety of knowledgeabout protein structure will
ultimately lead to more robust and hopefully also more
accurate prediction methods.
In adopting a constraint-based approach to the protein
structure prediction problemwe both follow in the footsteps
and extend the classic AI tradition for applications in the
molecular sciences which goes back to DENDRAL
(Buchanan and Feigenbaum, 1978) and extends through the
MOLGEN
project (Stefik, 1981a, b), the PROTEAN
system
(Hayes-Roth, 1987) to more recent programsfor predicting
RNAstructure (Major et al. 1991).
In this paper we wish to illustrate the use of somerecent
developments in advanced logic programming (LP)
methods that seem ideally suited to the development of
intelligent systems in molecularbiology.
Combinatorial Analysis of 13-sheet topology
A principal difficulty when predicting protein topology
from secondary structure is that, in the absence of other
constraining information, a vast number of topological
conformations can potentially result from a single set of
secondary structure assignments for a given topological
folding class. Making the simplifying assumptions of
considering: (a) only neighbourhood relations between
strands (b) only left or right handedparallel (crossover)
connections (c) only one type of antiparallel (hairpin)
connection between consecutive strands, then a 13-sheet or
ot/l~-sheet of n strands has p .possible strand topologies
1~
where p is given by p-- n.(3y I1" )/2
(Table 1). Specifically,
there are n!/2 rotationally invariant strand orderings, and n1 connectionseach potentially of three types (hairpin, cross
over left handed, cross over right handed).
Table 1: Number
of topologies as a function of numberof
strandsfor single ¢x/13-sheetsandall [3-sheets
strands (n)
topologies (p)

2

3
27

4

5

324 4,860

6

10

87,480 ... 3.57 x 10 10

Muchgreater complexity arises where other aspects of
structural organisation are considered, such as the layering
of crossed connections, differing hairpin connections or
extendedclass of topological folds.
Protein Topology Prediction as Constraint
Satisfaction
Constraint satisfaction problems can be characterized as
consisting of:
¯ objects (in protein topology, these are l~-sheet, ~strands, ct-helices etc).
¯ variables associated with those objects (i.e. the position
of a strand in a sheet, it’s orientation, the handednessof
the connectionsto sequentially adjacent strands etc).
¯ values associated with those variables, and
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¯

constraints on the values that variables of particular objects can take (i.e. protein folding rules expressed as
ElipSysconstraints).
The goal of constraint satisfaction algorithms is to find
values for the variables for each object such that all
constraints are simultaneously satisfied. A review of
constraint satisfaction algorithms is provided in Nadei
(1990).These can broadly be characterized by arcconsistency, search-based and hybrid methods.
Wehave previously shownthat the LP language Prolog can
be used to implementconstraint-satisfaction
algorithms
(CBS1,Clark et al. 1991) for predicting protein topology
from protein secondary structure. CBSI was based on
breadth-first tree search with pruning for rotational
invariance and high level constraint evaluation. CBS1 also
exploited the representation scheme developed for the
TOPOL
database of protein topology (Rawlings et al, 1985)
with constraints represented as Prolog predicates exploiting
the TOPOLrelations.
Tlie advantage of this common
representation schemewas that it enabled an evaluation of
the validity and utility of the various topological folding
rules used by Taylor and Green(1989) by direct comparison
with knownstructures.
This paper illustrates the potential of parallel constraint
logic programming (CLP) in ElipSys by describing
developmentsof CBS1that address someof its limitations;
in particular the need to further improvethe performanceof
the algorithmso that the constraint satisfaction methodscan
accommodatemore complex protein combinatorics and a
moresophisticated constraint satisfaction algorithmto deal
with uncertain(partial) constraints.

Methods
ConstraintLogicProgramming
CLPcan be understood as a generalization of LP where the
basic operation of unification is replaced by constraint
checking (Jaffar and Lassez, 1987; VanHentenryck, 1991).
CLPintegrates efficient constraint-solving methodsfrom
algebra, artificial intelligence, operations research and logic
to support, in a declarative way, computational paradigms
such as partial enumeration, constraint satisfaction and
branch and bound search. These employ both search and
consistency methods. CLPlanguages therefore combinethe
advantages of LP (declarative semantics, relational form
and non-determinism)with the efficiency of special purpose
problem-solving(search) algorithms.
There are two main approaches for integrating constraints
into logic programming.The first approach, formalised as
CLP(X)(Jaffar and l.,assez, 1987), is to replace the usual
domain of computation with a new domainX.
.From a user’s perspective CLP(X)programs have great
expressive power due to the constraints which they
naturally manipulate. Program design is more intuitive
because the programmerworks directly in the domain of
discourse. Moreover,the runtimeefficiency of the resulting
programis also enhanced because of the exploitation of
computationtechniques over specific domains.

constraint(c3, PositionList):
max_changes in winding(Atmost),
changes_inwinding (PositionList, Current),
Current #<= Atmost.
max_changes_in_winding( i).
false_constraint(c3, PositionList):
max_changes_in_winding (Atmost),
changesinwinding (PositionList, Current),
Current #> Atmost.
?- parallel changes in winding/2.
changes_in_winding( [PI,P2,P3 IT], 0 + Current)
monotonic(Pl, P2, P3 ),
changes_in_winding
( [P2, P3 IT], Current)
changes_in_winding( [PI,P2,P3 IT], 1 + Current)
nonmonotonic
(PI, P2, P3 ),
changes_in_winding
( [P2, P3 IT], Current).
changes_in_winding
( [ ], 0 )
changes_in_winding
( [_], 0 )
changes_in_winding
( [_,_],0 )
?- parallel monotonic/3.
monotonic
(PI, P2, P3 ) :
P1 #> P2, P2 #> P3.
monotonic
(PI, P2, P3 ) :
Pl #< P2, P2 #< P3.
?- parallel norm~notonic/3.
nonmonotonic
(PI,P2, P3 ) :
P1 #> P2, P2 #< P3.
nonmonotonic
( PI, P2, P3 ) :
P1 #< P2, P2 #> P3.

Figure 1: EllpSys Representationof constraint c3.
Notethat (a) Negationconditionsare explicitly defined
(false_constraint/2,
nonmonotonic/3
), (b)
nondeterministicconstraints can be annotat~as parallel ( changes_in_winding
/ 2,
monotonic/3,
nonmonotonic/3),
(c)Theadfllmetic
constr~nts
monotonic/3
andnonmonotonic/3
implicitiy
delay.
The second main approach to integrating constraints in
logic programminguses the standard, syntactic, domainof
computation, except thnt the variables maybe restricted to
explicitly range over finite subsets of the universe of values
(finite domain variables, Van Hentenryck and Dincbas
1986). In this approach, inaugurated by CHIP(Dincbas et
al 1988), it is the proof system that is extended, using
techniques from Artificial Intelligence. The more recent
type of controlled inference is termed generalized
propagation. Informally, generalized propagation aims at
exploiting program-defined predicates as constraints. It
operates by looking ahead at yet unsolved goals to see what
locally consistent valuations there remain for individual
problem variables. Such constraint techniques can have a
dramatic effect in cutting downthe size of the search space
(Le Provost and Wallace, 1992).

ElipSys
ElipSys 0ECRC
Logical Inferencing Parallel System)is the
most recent of a series of CLPlanguages developed at
ECRCthat builds upon the experience of CHIPand which
employsgeneralized propagation on terms and parallelism.
ElipSys parallelism provides the opportunity for parallel
evaluation during search through process parallelism. The
parallel execution model employed by ElipSys allows
programs to be run concurrently on shared memoryand
distributed memorycomputer architectures. Moreover, the
declarative nature of the languagehides most of the details
of the parallel programming
task so that load-balancing and
synchronization are invisible to the application designer.
The exploitation
of parallelism is enabled by user
annotations of non-deterministic predicates (Figure 1)
through the use of built-in parallel predicates such as
par_raember/2. A useful way of viewing the interplay
between the constraint propagation and parallel execution
strategies is that the constraints provide the mechanism
for
a priori pruning of the hypothesis space through
propagation,while parallelism allows the search tree it to be
traversed moreefficiently.
Data Structure & Representation of Constraints.
The protein folding constraints in CBSle (Table 2) are
taken from Taylor and Green (1989).
Table 2: Protein Folding Constraints used by CBSle
Maine

Description and Reference

el

For parallel pairs of ~-strands, ~-tx-~ and I~-coil13 connections are fight handed (Richardson,
1977; Sternberg and Thornton, 1977)

c2

The initial ~-strand in the aminoacid sequenceis
not an edge strand in the sheet (Branden,1980)

c3

Only one change in winding direction occurs
(Richardson, 1981)

c4

The [~-strands associated with the conservedpatterns lie adjacent in the sheet (Walker et aL
1982).

c5

All strands lie parallel in the 13-sheet.

c6

Unconserved
strands are at the edge of the sheet.

f2

Parallel [3--¢oi1-13 connectionsshould contain at
least 10 residuesin the coil.

The representation of I~--sheets in CBSleis similar to that
of CBS1. Specifically, a sheet of N strands is representedas
a list of N terms each describing the way in which one
strand is positioned in the sheet using the notation:
position(P,
S,O,C),
where V is the position of that strand
in the sheet template in the range [1..N], S refers to the
sequential position of the strand in the sequencein the range
[1..N], o is the orientation of the strand (up or down)and
is the nature of the connectionto the precedingstrand (left
cross over, right cross over, hairpin or undefined).
Clark
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generate_topologies(N, Constraint_list,Topologies_List):
create_strands_t~t-~late_with_N_slots(N, Topologies_List),
apply_unary logical_constraints (Topologies_List),
apply_set_theoretic logical_constraints (N, Topologies_List)
order_empirical_constraints (Constraint_List, OC_List),
apply_e~pirical_constraints(N, 0C_list, Topologies_List),
instantiate (Topologies_List)
apply_maaxy_logical_constraints
( [] )
apply_maax~_logical_constraints
( [position(F, Y, Z, C) IT] )
first_strand_is_orientation_up(Y, Z),
first_strand_is of undefined_chirality (Y, C),
apply_unary_logical_constraints (T).
apply_set_theoretic_logical_constraints
(N, Topologies_List) :
all_dif ferent_template_/Dositions(Topologies_List),
strict ly_orderedYs(Topologies_List ),
first_strand is on the left(N,Topologies_List)

Figure2: TopLevelSchemaof CBSle:Thestrategy of "constraint and generate"involves(a) defininghypothesisspaceby producinga solutiontemplate,(b) applyinglogical constraintsto this templatewhichare part of the problemstructure, then ordering
andapplyingempiricalconstraintsandfinally instantiating anysolution templateswithdomainvariables.

Figure 1. showsthe ElipSys representation of constraint c3.
There are two essential differences betweenan ElipSys and
Prolog specifications reflecting the difference between
parallel CLPand LP.
¯
In ElipSys, equalities and disequalities maybe specified as arithmetic constraints whichare not simply instantiated
and then checked, but which are
implemented using a look ahead inference rule. This
means,for example,that it is not necessary to compute
the total numberof changesin windingdirection before
comparing against the maximum.Further, such arithmerle constraints are implicitly delayed (see goal suspension below)
¯ In ElipSys, the predicates with choice points
(changes_in_winding/2,

monotonic/3

nonmontonic/3)
may be annotated as suitable
executionin parallel.

and

for

Goal Suspension
The standard execution strategy of Prolog and similar LP
systems is the so called "fixed left to fight &depth-first"
strategy in which subgoals are executed in the order
specified. This procedural model of Prolog execution is
important for some aspects of programming,particularly
those to do with input/output, but they can obscure the
declarative semantics when a more abstract representation
of a problem is required. This is often the case when
developing a knowledge-basedprogram.
This problem is most easy to understand with the use of
arithmetic operators. For example, when using the
disequality operator as in "A > B" where A and B are two
logical variables it is required that both variables are
instantiated before the statement can be evaluated. This
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meansthat arithmetic statements in general (in Prolog) have
to be confined to the last subgoals in the body of a
predicate. In ElipSys it is possible to preserve moreof the
declarative semantics of a program because the runrlme
system uses a goal suspension mechanism in which the
order of subgoals execution depends on the state of
instantiation of the arguments rather than their textual
position in the source program. In Figure 1, for example,
the constraint P1 #> P2 will be "wokenup" and used in
propagation only wheneither P1 or P2 becomesground.
CBSle
A natural way to express a CLPprogramis to employ the
conslxain and generate paradigm.This involves (a) defining
the hypothesis space, (b) specifying the constraints on that
hypothesis space and (c) initiating a search (or labelling)
procedure. In CBSle, we distinguish between logical
constraints whichare part of the problemspecification and
empirical constraints whichare independentof the problem
specification per se, but whichare relevant (selected by the
user or programto constrain the hypothesis space, Figure
2).
The CBSlealgorithm operates as follows
1. Creation of a sheet template with the appropriate
numberof strand slots.
The call
lots (4,

create_strands_template_with

N s-

Solution) causes ElipSys to unify the logical variable Solution with a list of finite domain
terms which represents the possible assignment of (in
this case) a I~--sheet with4 strands. Thisis thus the situation before the finite domains(variable lists of possible values of a variable as a list in curly braces "{ }")

generatetopologies(N, Constraint
list,Topologies_List)
:
% (++,++,-)
create_strands_template_with_N
slots (N, TopologiesList),
apply_unarylogical_constraints
(Topologies_List),
apply_set_theoretic_logicalconstraints
(N, Topologies_List),
order_e~,~oirical_constraints
(Constra/nt_List,
OC List),
copy_term(Topologies_Lis
t, M_in_Cost_Topology),
determine_min_cost
(N, OClist,Min_CostTopology,Min_Cost,_TCS ),
generateaccording_tocost
(N, OC_list,Topologies_List,
Min Cost, TCS).
detezm/ne_min_cost(N,OC_list, Min Cost_Topology,Min_Cost, TCS):% (++,++,+,-,-)
build_costfunction(OC_list,ListCostVars,
Cost function),
minimize(
(applye~pirical_constraints
(N, OC_list,M/n_Cost_Topology,
ListCostVars,
_TCS),
instantiate(Min_Cost_Topology)),
Costfunction),
Min Cost is Costfunction.
generate according_to_cost(N,OC_list,Topologies_List,Min
Cost,TCS) :- % (++,++,+,-,-)
bu/id_cost_function
(OC list,ListCostVars,
Costfunction),
Costfunction#= Min Cost,
apply_empirical_constraints
(N, OC_list,Topologies_List,
ListCostVars,
TCS),
instantiate(Topologies_List)

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.,.,,
.................
,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,,.,
........
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,
...........
~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~.~~.~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
,,.,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,
.............

?- parallel eval_constraint/ 4.
eval_constraint
(Constraint,
Topologies_List,
TrueScore,
true (Constraint))
cost val (Constraint,
TrueScore,
_),
eval_constraint_true
(Constraint,
TopologiesList
)
eval_constraint
(Constraint,
Topologies_List,
FalseScore,
false(Constraint))
cost_val(Constraint,_,
FalseScore),
eval_constraint_false
(Constraint,Topologies_List).
Figure 3: Top Level Schemaof CBS2e:The "constraint and generate" strategy of CBSleis extended to (a) firstly determine the
cost of a minimum
cost topology defined as a weightedsumacross all empirical constraints and (b) determine all solutions with
this cost. TCSis the particular Troth Conditional State of the constraints. Thesymbols’++’,’+’ and ’-’ are comments
with’~-’ indicating variable is ground,’+’ partially instantiated (in this case as finite domainvariables) and ’-’ uninstantiated. Parallelism
exploited in the evaluation of constraints through a non-deterministic predicate eval_constraint/4 whichmayevaluate constraints
as true or false returning he appropriatecost andtruth conditional state.
have been reduced by the application
of any constraints:
Solution=
[
position(_{l,2,3,4},_{l,2,3,4}
,_[u,d},_{l,r,a,u]),
position(_{1,2,3,4}
,_{1,2,3,47,_{u,d},_{1,r,a,u]
),
position(_{1,2,3,4}
,_{1,2,3,4}
,_{u,d}, _{l,r,a,u]),
position(_(1,
2,3,47,_{1,2,3,47
,_{u,d},
_{1,r,a,u}
].
2. Application of logical (structural) constraints.
In this formulation of [3--sheet topology the first strand
is arbitrarily assigned to the left hand side the sheet and
oriented up (with undefined chirality). This constrains
two independent degrees of rotational invariance. The
other strands have either left or fight handed connections. A further logical constraint ensures that all
strands are assigned different template positions and
that the solution gives the strand numbers in sequence
order. The hypothesis space is therefore
reduced
through propagation to:

Solution=
[
position
(_{i, 2 },
i, u,
u),
position(_{l,2,3,4},
2, _{u,d], _[l,r,a}),
position(_{l,2,3,4},
3, _{u,d], _{l,r,a}),
position(_{l,2,3,47,
4, _{u,d], _{l,r,at)]
Note that this provides the most general representation
the hypothesis/solution space.

of

3. Constraint Ordering.
In general the order in which constraints are applied in
a search algorithm can affect the performance of that
algorithm (e.g. see Clark et al, 1991). In CBSle, the
empirical constraints are ordered such that those which
are non-deterministic (contain choice points) are evaluated last, in this case c3. The rationale for this is to
maximize the amount of resolution (propagation) that
the system performs to minimize the search space. This
is a principal
difference
between CLP and LP approaches. To take a trivial example, if we have A and B
are finite domain variables { 1,2,3 } and 2*A#= B, then
Clark
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Figure4: Benefitsof Parallelismas a functionof searchSpace.Thegraphshowsthe speed-updue to parallelismcorresponding
to three casesof increasingprotein size (searchspace). Resultsshowthat the advantages
of parallelismincreasewithsearchspace.

ElipSys immediately infers A=I, B=2. There is no
search.
4. Application of Empirical Constraints
The empirical constraints are then applied and their effects progagatedthrough the search tree, with the following partial solution generated as constraints are
added:
Withconstraints c2 only (the first strand is non edge)
have:
Solution= [
position ( 2,
i, u,
u),
position(_{l,3,4}, 2, _{u,d}, _{l,r,a}),
position(_[l,3,4}, 3, _{u,d}, _{l,r,a}),
position(_{l,3,4}, 4, _{u,d}, _(l,r,a})]

Solution3=[
position(2,
position(4,
position(3,
position(l,

i,
2,
3,
4,

u,
u,
u,
u,

u),
r),
r),
r)]

CBS2e: Protein Topology Prediction
Weighted Constraints.

with

Solution= [
position(2,
i, u, u),
position(_[l,3,4}, 2, u, r),
position(_{l,3,4}, 3, u, r),
position(_{l,3,4}, 4, u, r)]

Manyof the empirical constraints employed by molecular
biologists in published predictions of protein topology are
non categorical, being violated by knownstructures (Clark
et al 1991). The ability to represent and reason with this
uncertainty in PTPis important in order to (a) produce the
least uncertain prediction or set of predictions and (b)
resolve potential inconsistencies between secondary
structural data and constraints. CBS2eis an extension of
CBSlethat deals with weighted constraints (Figure 3). Its
operation is an extension to CBSle in which:

With constraints c l,c2, c5 and c3 (at most 1 change in
winding direction) and only now introducing labelling/
search, we have the followingset of solutions:

(a) The failure conditions of each constraint must be each
specified in addition to the successconditions (i.e. false_constraint/2 in Figure I ).

Solutionl=[
position(2,
position(l,
position(3,
position(4,

i,
2,
3,
4,

u,
u,
u,
u,

u),
r),
r),
r)];

Solution2=[
position(2,
position(3,
position(4,
position(l,

(b) Weight assignment: Each constraint is assigned a pair
of values (weights or penalties) corresponding to the
truth conditionalstates of the constraint (i.e. a value for
the constraint being true and a value for the constraint
being false) whichare each positive integer.

i,
2,
3,
4,

u,
u,
u,
u,

u),
r),
r),
r)];

As an illustration, Table 3 gives a set of weightassignments
based on the empirical analysis of 8 nucleotide binding
proteins by Clark et al. (1991)

Withconstraints c5 (all strands are parallel), c 1 (all parallel
connections are right handed), and c2 we have:
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Parallelism in CBSle
Table 3: Weightsfor Topological Folding Constraints
Constraint

Penaltyif false [0,8]

Penalty
if true [0,8]

el

8

0

c2

7

1

c3

6

2

c5

5

3

f2

6

1

(c) Cost function definition. The cost assigned to any set
of topological hypotheses is defined as the sum of the
weights (penalties) corresponding to the truth conditional states of the constraints to whichit corresponds.
In Table 3, for example,the set of topologies for which
all constraints are true wouldhavea total cost of 9 assuminga simple cost function.It should be emphasized
that although adoption of a linear cost function makes
the assumptions that the constraint weights can be
combined independently and additively, many more
complexweighting procedures can be reduced, via the
appropriate transformation, to a linear cost function
(e.g. probabilities thoughthe use of a function such as
mod(-Klog(odds
))
(d) Cost minimization: A minimum
value of this cost function is then determined using an ElipSys built-in
branch and bound procedure (minimize/2 in Figure
3).
(e) Finally all topologies with this minimumvalue are
generated using the same propagation/search procedure called without the minimizationfunction but with
the additional explicit constraint that the precise value
of the cost function be equal to the minimumalready
determined.

Results
Comparisonof CBS1and CBSle.
CBS1 and CBSle were evaluated on the set of benchmarks
reported in Clark et al. (1991) using a Sun SparcStationl
(Table 4). Results showedthat for small problems CBSle
yielded a modest improvement over the CBS1algorithm.
However, for a larger BenchmarkHI, where the required
solution involves identifying 28 valid topologies from a
potential 3.57.101°, CBSle was approximately 60 times
quicker:.
Table 4: Benchmark Comparison between CBS1and
CBSle
Ia~Benchmark
HIa
[ CBSI’.
136s,I sheet
CBSle:
2.26s,I
Find all solutions
Iora
ten stranded
with
constraints [c1,c2,c3,c5,c6], Clark et al (1991).

The potential benefits of parallelism were investigated on a
Sequent Symmetrywith 12 Intel 86386 processors using
benchmarkI11, or variants thereof. This was done using the
predicates markedas parallel in Figure 1 and by replacing
the definitionof instantiatef/
with a call to
par_member/2
in thecodelisted
in Figure2. Extensions
to themarchspaceweresimulated
by running
thesame
querywith12 and14 strands
giving45 and66 solutions
respectively.
Median
speed-up
figures
areshowninFigure
4.
Usingspeed-up
as thedependent
variable
andsizeand
numberof processors
as the independent
variables,
Analysis
ofVariance
forthisdatashowed:
¯ Larger
queries
tooklonger,
F(2,30)
= 50.72,
p < 0.001.
¯ Speed-up
increased
withthe numberof processors
F(4,30)
= 78.38,
p < 0.00l.
¯ There
wasa significant
interaction
between
thesizeof
theproblem
andthenumber
of processors
indeterminingspeed-up
(F(8,30)
= 13.13,
p < 0.001),
suchthat
benefits
of parallelism
increased
withsearch
space.
Thusparallelism
offers
greater
advantages
forlarger
search spaces.
Morerecently a similar pattern of results has been found for
muchlarger search spaces using an ICL DRS6000,with 4
SPARC2processors, extending the analysis up to 24
simulated processors.
Performance of CBS2e
To determine the overhead associated with the use of
weighted constraints relative to categorical constraints,
benchmarkIII was evaluated by CBS2eusing the weights
in Table 2, for c 1, c2, c3, c5 and f2, arbitrarily assigning
weights of { 5,3 } to c4 and c6 (wheredetailed conservation
data is not available). For this query, the minimum
cost is
corresponding to the truth functional statein which all
constraints are true. CBS2efound this cost and the 28
solutions and corresponding truth functional states in a
mediantime of 4.42s, representing a substantial increase in
functionality for a small performanceoverhead(factor of
relative to the time for CBSle).For different cost matrices
in which the minimumtotal cost may occur when some
constraints are false the overheadcan vary.
Because this approach uses a branch and boundalgorithm,
it has a worsecase complexityof On, where n is the number
of constraints. However,since the numberof constraints is
relatively small, this is not currently viewedas a limitation.
Predicting the Topology of a Nudeotide Binding
Domain with CBS2e
The prediction of the topology of the nucleotide binding
domainof cation transporting ATPasesby Taylor and Green
(1989) was reconsidered using the weights in Table 2 for
{c1,c2,c3,c5,f2} with weights for c4 and c6 werearbitrarily
given the values { 5,3 ]. As stated abovethe minimum
value
for the cost matrix occurs whenall constraints are true.
Thus, running the query for one of their sets of secondary
Clark
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structure assignments produced the result in Figure 5,
endorsingtheir original prediction:
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Figure5: Topologicalprediction for the nucleotide binding
domainof cation transporting ATPasesusing CBS2eand
weighsfromTable2. Notethat in this diagramstrands are
representedas triangles, helicesas circles andconnections
as
lines either filled (abovethe planeof the sheet)or dotted(belowthe plane of the sheet). Therelative orientations of
strandsare indicatedby the positionof the vertex.

This is the same solution as obtained with CBSlein which
constraints are treated as categorical. However,nowfor
illustrative purposes only, we are able to vary the weights
such that if the weights for c2 were changedfrom { 1,7 } to
{7,1}, the following solution (Figure 6) would
generated, demonstratingthe sensitivity of the solution set
to the precise weightsapplied.
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Figure 6: Topologicalprediction for the nucleotide binding
domainof cation transporting ATPasesusing CBS2eand an
alternativeweighset.

Discussion

and Conclusions

In this paper we have used protein topology prediction as
an application having manyof the characteristics that make
building intelligent knowledge-basedsystems in molecular
biology a challenge. Wehave focused on three aspects of
the use of the ElipSys parallel CLP language: the
representation of the protein folding rules and other
features using finite domainconstraints, the potential for
building large scale, scientifically realistic applications and
an approach to uncertainty managementusing one of the
special purpose optimization algorithms (branch and
bound).
The use of finite domainconstraints are central to the
implementation
of CBSle and CBS2e. They seem
relatively straightforward to use and complement the
deductive features of ElipSys as a logic programming
90
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language, particularly whenused in the representation of
constraints most naturally expressed in terms of discrete
values (e.g. the positions of objects). The goal suspension
mechanismsenable arithmetic constraints to be expressed
in a more declarative style than would be the case in
traditional LP languages.
By comparing the performance of the ElipSys and Prolog
implementations we have showed that the constraint
handling enables significant increases in performanceand
that further increases in speedcan be achieved, particularly
in the case of large problem spaces, by exploiting
parallelism on multi-processor computersystems. Weare
very encouraged by these results and believe that the
paradigmof "constrain-and-generate" (in contrast to the
more common"generate and test") is muchmore suited to
intelligent systems design for molecularbiology.
By using EiipSys and with these significant improvements
in the efficiency of existing methodsof PTPwe are in a
position to significantly extend the set of problemsthat may
be addressed - particularly those generating higher order
combinatorics. More specifically
we can consider
addressing the following problems which will be
potentially important developments in protein structure
prediction:
¯
allow for multiple secondary structural assignmentsto
be considered simultaneously.
¯ explore ~[5-sheets at a greater level of detail, and
¯
simultaneously consider multiple possible topological
motifs using the appropriate parametedzation (e.g.
Murzinand Finkelstein, 1988, for globular a-helical
proteins).
The extensions to CBSle in the program CBS2eshowed
that without significant loss of performance, we could
enhance the functionality to provide a methodologyfor
handlinguncertainty in the protein folding rules. This is an
important result from the point of view of developing
scientifically realistic software.
The technique used for handling uncertainty in CBS2ealso
provides a mechanism for resolving inconsistencies
between sets of constraints and the input data (secondary
structure assignments) when these can be assigned
confidencefactors. It has not escapedour attention that the
methodtherefore potentially provides a meansof revising
(selecting among)secondary structure predictions if these
can be assigned costs commensuratewith those attached to
the constraints. A specific examplebeing to distinguish
between alternative
consensus secondary structure
predictions for sets of aligned sequences.
For non-weighted potentially inconsistent constraints,
CBS2ecan be used if uniform weights are assumed. The
result is then the set of topological structures which
contradict the least numberof constraints and might be
therefore consideredthe mostplausible structures.
In the longer term it is anticipated that research on PTPcan
also be employedto enhance protein secondary structure
prediction by identifying parts of the predicted secondary

structure that lead to inconsistencies whenattempting to
applysets of reliable folding rules. For example,if there are
grounds for believing that a pair of predicted strands are
parallel and it is knownthat all loop regions betweensuch
strands contain at least ten residues, and the observed
numberof residues between the predicted strands is less
than 10, then one way to resolve the inconsistency is to
adjust the termini of the predicted strands to makethe loop
region ten residues or more. Analternative strategy might
be to reassign one of the predicted strands as helix or loop.
A further feature of ElipSys that makesit attractive as an
environmentfor building practical intelligent systems in
molecularbiologyis that it is implementedon the top of the
Megalog deductive database which provides efficient
storage and retrieval of very large logic databases. In order
to extend and evaluate the protein folding rules that we can
represent as constraints and incorporate in CBS2ewe have
developed a large deductive database of protein topology.
This database presently consists of -500,000 clauses
derived from the Brookhavendatabase (Bernstein et aL,
1977) release 60 in ElipSys/MegaLog. This database
contains data similar to that used by the TOPOL
system
(Rawlingset al. 1985), but is specialised for the purposesof
assessing the validity of folding rules against representative
sets of structures and identifying knownstructures that are
similar to predicted protein topologies. Becauseof the fast
access times, sets of constraints can be evaluated against
the entire database in a matter of seconds.
Finally, it is anticipated that the control structures outlined
in this paper can be generalised to cover a numberof other
constraint satisfaction problems in molecular biology and
genetics for example genetic map construction and
restriction mapping.
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